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Abstract 

 

Teachers often assume that Icelandic children are learning some English from their extramural 

English-language media use. Pre-teen children watch videos, listen to music, play digital 

games, use social media sites and apps, and read and use websites in their free time at home. 

Children are watching less television, which is often subtitled, and watching more videos from 

YouTube and streaming sites like Netflix which are usually not subtitled in their native language. 

They are motivated to learn English, not least of all because they want to enjoy their favorite 

entertainment. The question remains, how much language are they actually learning from this 

media use?  

This study focused on the English-language media consumption and vocabulary skills of 96 

Icelandic 12 year olds. The students filled out questionnaires which asked about their online 

media use outside of school: what they do and how often. They also took two vocabulary tests, 

one measuring vocabulary breadth and one measuring vocabulary depth. The results showed 

that a connection does exist between receptive English exposure (reading and listening) and 

vocabulary test scores. Those students who reported these activities more frequently had higher 

scores. Fewer students reported productive English use (writing and speaking) online, but those 

who did had average vocabulary scores. Additionally, girls and boys are using different kinds of 

English-language media. Boys play more games, while girls listen to music more often.  
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1 Introduction 

 

Icelandic children are growing up in an increasingly multilingual environment, with ever-growing 

exposure to English through media use, earlier classroom instruction, and the influence of the 

tourism boom in the country. It has been suggested that English is neither a foreign language 

nor a second language in the Icelandic context, but that it exists on a kind of continuum between 

the two definitions (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2007). It has been shown that Icelandic students are 

learning some English before they begin classroom instruction, (Lefever 2006) but this early 

exposure to English may not qualify them as second language learners as their acquisition is 

more receptive than productive (Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir, 2010). Icelandic students begin learning 

English at different ages, both in school and outside the classroom, and have differing levels of 

English skills. Many English teachers notice a disparity in the English skills of girls and boys at 

this age, and the common assumption is that after-school extramural English-language media 

use and hobbies are the cause. We do know that students consider English an important skill to 

have, not least so they can watch videos, play digital games, and communicate online. The goal 

of this study is to better understand what our students are doing outside of school and how it 

may (or may not) affect their learning.  

By looking at this particular age group and language focus, this study contributes to the 

dialogue of research taking place about English language acquisition in Iceland. Other recent 

studies have looked at the status of English in the Icelandic population as a whole (Birna 

Arnbjörnsdóttir, 2007), children in lower secondary schools (Lovísa Kristjánsdóttir, Laufey 

Bjarnadóttir, and Samúel Lefever, 2006), and upper secondary schools (María Pétursdóttir, 

2013). Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir has researched vocabulary acquisition in particular in fourth grade 

students (2010).  

This study is quantitative, and consists of 3 instruments: a questionnaire and two 

vocabulary tests. Ninety-six students participated in the study, from 4 classes in 3 different 

schools in the Reykjavík area. The questionnaire they answered asked them what activities they 

do online at home in English, and how often in a week they did those activities. They were also 

asked to list their favorite kinds of videos to watch and digital games to play, and some 

background questions about their English learning inside and outside of school.  

The students were also given two short vocabulary tests. The first was a yes/no x-lex 

test intended to measure vocabulary breadth. This test compares well with other internationally-

used vocabulary tests (Milton, 2009). To support the x-lex test there was a Vocabulary 

Knowledge Scale (VKS) test, which measures vocabulary depth. The results from these two 

tests have been calculated, and the data compared with the results from the questionnaire 

students filled out which reported their English-language media use outside of school.  
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Many complex factors are at work in the English vocabulary acquisition of Icelandic pre-teens. 

This study will look at previous research about language learning and vocabulary acquisition, 

and also research about English-language media use and its effects on language learning. The 

questionnaire and vocabulary tests completed by the participants will be analyzed and 

discussed. Finally, some recommendations will be made for teachers of students at this age.  
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2 Literature Review 

This chapter will review theories and studies about how additional languages are learned, how 

vocabulary in particular is acquired, and studies that explore connection between media use 

and second language acquisition. 

 

2.1 How languages are learned 

2.1.1  Input, repetition, and output 

Krashen’s Input Hypothesis (1985) states that individuals acquire language by comprehending 

messages (called input) at a slightly higher level than they are able to understand. If the level of 

language is either too difficult or too simple, no learning will take place, but if at a sufficiently 

higher level (called i+1) language acquisition can happen. Krashen’s studies have focused 

mainly on reading as the source of input, and have shown that extensive reading leads to 

improved vocabulary and grammar skills, but do not show an impact on productive skills such 

as writing and speaking (Brown and Larson-Hall 2012). Further studies show that interaction 

(Long, 1996) and output (Swain, 1985) including speaking and writing which is encouraged by a 

teacher or peers can lead to greater gains than input alone. Learners benefit by producing 

language themselves, but also by simply repeating it.  

Repetition is clearly important for language acquisition. Commenting on vocabulary 

acquisition, Nation (1990) claims that a L2 learner needs to come across a word somewhere 

between five and sixteen times for it to be learned. Learners need to be exposed to language, 

they need to interact in it, and they need the opportunity to produce it themselves. 

 

2.1.2  Intentional, incidental, and extramural language learning 

Incidental language learning is that which takes place while the learner is focusing on something 

else, while intentional language learning focuses on explicitly learning words (Paribakht & 

Wesche, 1997). Another way to look at it is that incidental learning takes place outside of the 

classroom when learners are pursuing entertainment or a personal interest, and intentional 

learning takes place in a classroom, or at least in a structured learning environment. Brown and 

Larson-Hall (2012) describe the reality that many people have some anecdotal experience of: 

studying a language for years in school but having very low proficiency, while others have never 

had formal lessons and can speak fluently. Clearly students do not fully acquire everything they 

are taught, and alternatively, learning can also take place outside the classroom. 
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Extramural language acquisition is another term used to refer to that which is learned 

outside of a structured class environment. According to Benson (2011), this out-of-class 

learning ‘involves self-instruction, naturalistic learning or self-directed naturalistic learning’ (10). 

He describes a difference between the self-instruction that some learners can create for 

themselves without any assistance or intervention by an instructor, and the kind of naturalistic 

learning from simply reading or hearing language. Learners’ motivation will come into play here, 

as those who are motivated to learn a language might attempt to learn on their own, or in a 

more natural way pursue personal interests outside of school that lead to language learning. 

Incidental language learning and extramural language learning are similar terms, but the 

difference between them is that incidental language learning can take place anytime or 

anywhere, as long as the learner is focused on something other than language acquisition. 

Extramural language acquisition takes place outside of a structured classroom setting and could 

be either intentional or not. 

In recent years some research has been undertaken on the circumstances and 

implications of incidental language learning in Icelandic students. A 2009-2010 study of 

Icelandic 3rd graders (ages 8 and 9) sought to understand the reading, listening, and oral 

communication skills in English of these children who had not yet begun learning English in 

school (Lefever 2012). Results showed wide differences between the strongest students and 

those with little proficiency, but overall a large number of children showed some English 

knowledge, which must have been acquired extramurally. In particular, the strong oral 

communication skills some children showed when they were interviewed individually by the 

researchers indicate that extramural learning could promote these skills. Some parents of these 

children were interviewed to give more insight into the children’s extramural activities which 

might lead to English acquisition, and the parents reported that their children watch English-

language videos, play computer games, and are exposed to English from various sources in 

their daily lives.  

In a completely different Icelandic context, María Pétursdóttir (2013) showed the efficacy 

of direct instruction of academic vocabulary. Working with upper-secondary school students, 

she showed that the students did not simply acquire this specific and important facet of 

language through incidental exposure in their extramural pursuits; it needed to be directly 

taught. This study illustrates that different kinds of vocabulary are learned in different ways, and 

that direct instruction of vocabulary can be effective.  
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2.2  Individual Difference Variables in language acquisition 

2.2.1 Personality and aptitude 

Many individual differences between learners have been shown to affect L2 acquisition, 

including personality, aptitude, motivation and age. With regard to personality, it has generally 

been assumed that more outgoing individuals would be more effective language learners, but 

this has been shown to be true only for certain skills (Lightbown and Spada 2006). Their study 

showed more extroverted personalities are correlated with better oral communication skills, but 

not literacy or academic skills in L2. If personality was extended to include personal interests 

that included contact with the target language, perhaps this would be a more meaningful 

explanation. 

When researching the possibility that some individuals are simply more naturally capable 

of language acquisition, John B. Carroll developed the Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT) 

and argued that there is such a thing as aptitude for additional language learning (Carroll, 

1981). He asserts that some individuals are simply naturally better at learning additional 

languages, and that this can be measured. Lightbown and Spada state that aptitude for 

language learning is distinguished by learning quickly (1999). They criticize Carroll’s MLAT as 

being based on outdated ways to assess language acquisition, including grammar, translation, 

and audiolingual methods. With the adoption of a more communicative approach to language 

teaching and learning, attempting to assess aptitude has fallen out of fashion. Ultimately, it is 

argued by Naiman, Frölich, Stern, and Todesco (1978) that “perceived (but not measured) 

aptitude was less of a crucial factor than attitude to language learning, persistence, and 

willingness to adapt to varied learning situations over prolonged periods of time.” (p 217).  

 

2.2.2  Motivation 

The motivation of language learners is an important factor to consider when analyzing how, 

when, where, and why they acquire language. Theory has changed on this subject in recent 

decades. Gardner and Lambert (1972) described two different kinds of motivations for language 

learning: integrative motivation and instrumental motivation. Integral motivation is when the 

language is learned with the goal of integrating into a culture and society, while instrumental 

motivation is learning a language with a clear practical goal, such as a career ambition. 

Of course it is possible for learners to have both kinds of motivations simultaneously.  

Dörnyei (2005) described a broader perspective on learner motivation, based on the 

theory that students’ learning is influenced by their possible selves: that what they possibly 

could become, what they want to become, and what they are afraid of becoming affects their 

learning. He called this concept the ‘L2 Motivational Self System.’ Personal identity, life 

aspirations, and social pressure are all motivators for language learning, and these factors will 

in turn be influenced by the age of the learner.  
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Overall, Icelandic children are highly motivated to learn English. A survey of 5th, 9th, and 

10th grade students’ attitudes toward English showed that they consider English to be an 

important subject to study (Lovísa Kristjánsdóttir, Laufey Bjarnadóttir, & Samúel Lefever, 2006). 

The fifth grade students listed many reasons for wanting to learn English, including watching 

television and movies, playing digital games, communicating with foreigners, and schoolwork. 

 

2.2.3.  Age 

One individual difference that many researchers have focused on is the age of learners. There 

is a common assumption that language acquisition is easier for children, and some research 

including Snow and Hoefnagel-Höhle (1978) and Lenneberg (1967) support a Critical Period 

Hypothesis (CPH) of language learning. According to this theory, there is a critical window of 

time in a child’s life in which language acquisition is easiest. After a certain age, the brain is no 

longer able to attain ‘nativelike abilities’ (Snow and Hoefnagel-Höhle 1978). These researchers 

do not allege that language cannot be learned later in life, but that it is less of an automatic or 

natural process for older learners. Indeed, more research does show that the younger the 

learner is, the more quickly a second language can be learned (Nikolov & Djigunovic, 2006).  

However, it is increasingly understood and accepted that the sponge-like abilities of a child’s 

brain with regard to language acquisition is a myth, and the rate of language acquisition is highly 

dependent on the amount of input (Larson-Hall 2015). In fact, adults may have some academic 

and life skills which would be advantageous to learning a new language.  

 

2.3  Vocabulary acquisition in SLA 

Vocabulary acquisition is an essential building block of language learning. Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir 

(2009) explains the paradox of additional language vocabulary learning supported by linguistic 

research: due to the sheer amount of vocabulary, it is best learned incidentally, and yet learners 

need to be taught the proper skills to be able to learn incidentally. The process of learning an 

additional language is different from learning one’s native language, as it is usually directly 

taught instead of learned incidentally. However, the process of Icelandic children’s English 

acquisition is different, as they receive substantial incidental input outside of their lessons in 

school. 

 

2.3.1  Vocabulary size and categorization 

The English language is known for having a large lexicon, and according to Schmitt (2000) there 

are around 54.000 word families in English. A word family consists of a base word and its 

common derivatives. For example, go, goes, and gone are all a part of a single word family. 

Nation (2008) describes four categories of vocabulary: high frequency words, academic words, 

low frequency words, and technical words. High frequency words come from approximately 
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2000 word families, and are mostly short words, such as sleep, go, and here. 169 of these word 

families are function words (such as at, you, or the) and the rest are content words, including 

nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs. These high frequency words are the most important for 

L2 learners. According to Nation (2008), 90% of words used in casual conversation are high 

frequency words, and most texts contain over 80% words from this category.  

Academic words are more specialized vocabulary for particular academic subjects, and 

are usually found in research articles and textbooks. According to Nation (2008), academic texts 

consist of approximately 8.5- 10% academic words. However, academic words make up only 

about 4% of words in newspaper articles, and only about 2% of native speakers’ conversation. 

Technical words are described by Nation (2008) as being even more specialized than academic 

words, and are essential to certain fields such as medicine or chemistry, but not part of the 

general lexicon.  

Low frequency words are the largest and most varied group of words described by 

Nation (2008). The majority of word families fall into this group, and while they are described as 

‘low frequency’ they are perhaps more common than that definition suggests. Around 10% of 

words in both newspapers and academic texts are low frequency words, and about 5% of words 

in friendly conversation are low frequency words. 

 

2.3.2  Depth and Breadth of Vocabulary knowledge 

Breadth of vocabulary knowledge refers to the extent and range of an individual’s vocabulary, or 

the amount of words which an individual has some knowledge of. (Nation 2001). Laufer’s (1996) 

research showed a connection between breadth of vocabulary knowledge and reading 

comprehension. The most widely used method to measure vocabulary breadth is select word 

families arranged by frequency in a corpus, usually organized together in groups of 1000- the 

1000 most frequent words, then the second 1000 most frequent words, and so on. For example, 

Laufer (1992) suggests that knowledge of between 2000 and 3000 words will enable a L2 

learner to understand about 80% of written texts. An example of this kind of test is Milton and 

Meara’s (2003) x-lex test, which is further described in Chapter 3 of this study.  

Vocabulary depth is basically understood to be how well an individual knows a word. 

Depth is acquired over time, and more depth of knowledge is added every time a word is 

encountered (Nation 2001). According to Qian (1999), the depth dimension should cover such 

components as pronunciation, spelling, meaning, register, frequency, and morphological, 

syntactic, and collocational properties. One method to assess vocabulary depth is the 

Vocabulary Knowledge Scale (VKS) which is a self-assessment tool. Individuals taking this test 

select how well they feel they know a word, choosing one of five levels, and allowing for 

different levels of knowledge of a word. This test is also further described in Chapter 3 of this 

study. 
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2.3.3  What is involved in knowing a word? 

Nation (2001) analyzed what it means to know a word by breaking words down into the 

components of form, meaning, and use. Those components are further broken down into 

receptive and productive elements, to show which kinds of skills are needed to process the 

word. The following table shows his findings: 

 

Table 1: What is involved in knowing a word? 

Form Spoken R* What does the word sound like? 

  P* How is the word pronounced? 

 Written R What does the word look like? 

  P How is the word written and spelled? 

 Word parts R What parts are recognizable in this word? 

  P What word parts are needed to express this 

meaning? 

Meaning Form and meaning R What meaning does this word form signal? 

  P What word form can be used to express this 

meaning? 

 Concept and referents R What is included in the concept? 

  P What does the concept refer to? 

 Associations  R What other words does this make us think 

of? 

  P What other words could we use instead of 

this one? 

Use Grammatical R In what patterns does the word occur? 

  P In what patterns must we use this word? 

 Collocations R What words or types of words occur with this 
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one? 

  P What words or types of words must we use 

with this one? 

 Constraints on use (register, 

frequency…) 

R Where, when, and how often can we use this 

word? 

  P Where, when, and how often can we use this 

word? 

*R = Receptive, P = Productive       (Nation, 2001) 

 

There are, therefore, more than two different dimensions involved in knowing a word; Nation 

describes 18. Central to understanding these different dimensions is understanding the 

differences between receptive and productive language knowledge. 

 

2.3.4  Receptive and Productive Language Use 

Sometimes referred to passive and active knowledge of language, it is more accurate to 

describe these skills as either receptive or productive, respectively. Nation asserts that receptive 

knowledge is needed to understand a word while listening or reading, and productive knowledge 

is needed to be able to speak or write. In language acquisition, receptive knowledge comes 

before productive use of a language. Learners can understand language before they begin to 

produce it. Receptive vocabulary knowledge develops faster at lower levels and productive 

vocabulary knowledge develops faster at higher levels. Additionally, receptive language often 

develops incidentally, while productive language is practiced in instructional settings (Ásrún 

Jóhannsdóttir, 2010).  

 

2.4  Media and language learning 

English is ever-present in almost all media that Icelandic children are exposed to. Most media, 

including videos, digital games, internet sites, music, etc. contains some language use, though 

not all of it is necessarily of high value to learners. Different types of media will also have 

different kinds of influence on language acquisition, as some provide merely receptive exposure 

to language, and others provide opportunities to communicate with others and produce 

language.  
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2.4.1 Digital Games 

According to Gee (2007), digital games offer conducive circumstances for language learning to 

take place, as they are perceived to be motivating, they use both receptive and productive 

language skills, and often require players to negotiate for meaning. While digital games are 

typically thought of as something teenagers enjoy, Gee states that they are popular among 

people of all ages, and according to EU statistics from 2008 (referenced in Sylvén, 2009) they 

are commonly downloaded and played by EU citizens from ages 16-74. The language used in 

most of these games is English, which presents both a challenge and an opportunity for L2 

learners of English. Sylvén asserts that certain games provide important circumstances for L2 

learners: comprehensible input and scaffolding through interaction, and motivation (2009). The 

learners want to learn to be able to play, and the input they receive leads to learning. 

Piirainen-Marsh and Tainio (2009) studied the digital gaming habits of Finnish children 

and compared them with their English skills. They recorded videos of 10-14 year old players 

gaming in their homes and found that they developed their English language skills from the 

language required to play the game. They found that the players (who were all boys) were able 

to ‘reproduce, practice, perform and play with different characters’ styles and accents of English’ 

in the course of the game, Final Fantasy X. Though many aspects of the game were repetitive 

in nature, it was clear that the boys had gained language skills from actively playing this online 

game.  

 

2.4.2  Subtitles 

In Iceland, as in other European countries with smaller populations, cartoons shown on the 

national television station and movies made for young children which are made in English are 

usually dubbed into the children’s native language. However, the movies and programs which 

are aimed at older children and pre-teens which are made in English usually have only Icelandic 

subtitles. Several studies have examined the effects of subtitles on language acquisition. 

Koolstra and Beentjes (1999) looked at English vocabulary acquisition in Dutch children who 

watched English television programs with Dutch subtitles. The students in this study were in 

both grade four and grade six, and both groups showed that those who reported watching 

English-language television programs with Dutch subtitles had better English vocabulary skills. 

Additionally, those who were in grade four and had not had any English lessons yet at school 

showed that they had some knowledge of English, which is assumed to have come from 

exposure to English through television at home. 

d’Ydewalle and Van de Poel (1999) also explored the way subtitles can help children 

acquire language by showing Dutch-speaking Belgian 8-12 year olds short Danish and French 

language videos with Dutch subtitles. The focus of this study was to compare the children’s 

language acquisition with adults faced with the same task. The results showed that both 
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children and adults acquire language this way, but the children drew more benefit from the 

audio soundtrack being in the foreign language. 

Kuppens (2010) also brought together a specific facet of extramural English with a 

specific language skill. This study looked at 374 Dutch-speaking 11 year old children, and 

showed that those who watch English-language television and movies subtitled in Dutch did 

much better on oral translation tests. She found a significant difference between boys and girls 

in the types of media preferred. The boys tended to play more digital games, and reported 

visiting more English-language websites than the girls did. Playing computer games that 

required some English skills also correlated with increased scores. Interestingly, this effect was 

stronger with girls than with boys. 

 

2.4.3  Swedish adolescents and English language media 

Two Swedish researchers who have contributed to the discourse about adolescents’ extramural 

exposure to English and language skills are Pia Sundqvist and Liss Kerstin Sylvén. Their 

studies will be looked at below. 

Sylvén’s 2004 study showed a connection between extramural English exposure and 

English language acquisition. While not focused specifically on this question, the surveys of 13-

14 year old students showed that those students who reported spending more time online 

outside of school had higher vocabulary scores in English. In this study, girls reported spending 

more time surfing the internet in English and listening to English-language music, while boys 

reported significantly more computer games of various types.  

Sundqvist’s 2009 study looked at extramural activities undertaken by Swedish 9th 

graders in English. She found that most of them (82%) had favorite English-language television 

shows, and that 66% of them watch English-language television shows every day with Swedish 

subtitles. Most students in her study reported always or almost always watching English-

language television with subtitles, which raises the question of how much they rely on those 

subtitles for understanding, and how much they are learning from watching those shows. She 

also asked students about their online gaming habits, and found that approximately one fourth 

of students played online games every day, and those who played RPGs (Role Playing Games) 

online did so in English. All of the students who reported playing RPGs were boys. She 

concluded that extramural English use correlated significantly with the students’ vocabulary size 

and their level of oral English proficiency. She also concluded that digital gaming, reading, and 

using the internet were the most beneficial to English acquisition, and other activities including 

listening to music, and watching television or films had less influence. Interestingly, Sundqvist 

found that those students who had a greater amount of extramural English hobbies were less 

anxious and more confident when speaking in English.  
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Sundqvist and Sylvén’s 2012 study looked specifically at extramural English among 

Swedish 5th graders. They were asked to complete language diaries of everything they did 

outside of school in Swedish and English. The results showed that the most popular activity was 

playing digital games, followed by watching television, listening to music, watching films, and 

using the internet. They were given the option to indicate if they ever read books, magazines, or 

newspapers in English, but these proved to be of little interest to the students. The boys spent 

the majority of their time gaming in English, and the girls spent the most time on social 

networking sites, such as Facebook, communicating with friends in Swedish. The national 

standardized English test scores of the students were compared with their gaming habits, and 

the results were clear; the ‘frequent gamers’ group had the highest scores, followed by the 

‘moderate gamers,’ and finally the ‘non-gamers.’ They are careful to point out that while it is 

possible that the children have learned English from gaming, it is also possible that a number of 

other factors could be at work to explain the children’s English skills, including the possibility 

that those who are strong in English are drawn to gaming.  
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3 The Study 

3.1 Methodology 

This study seeks to explore a specific form of language exposure (computer-based English-

language media) at a specific time in students’ lives (age 12) and understand if there is a 

meaningful relationship between that contact and English vocabulary skills. The research 

question will be approached quantitatively, which is fitting as the study seeks to determine and 

explain the relationship between variables (Creswell, 2007). In this study, the independent 

variable is computer-based English-language media use, and the dependent variable is 

vocabulary acquisition.  

In order to gather usable data on their extramural computer-based English-language 

media use, the students were first asked to complete a self-reporting questionnaire. They were 

asked for details about what activities they do online in both English and Icelandic, for the 

purpose of comparison. Students were asked to estimate how often in a week they use different 

English language skills, including reading, writing, listening and speaking. The intention behind 

including this information was to get an understanding of how much time students spend on 

productive language skills, as opposed to receptive language skills. Additionally, students were 

asked to list specific games they play online, as well as YouTube channels they watch. The 

intention behind these questions was to look more deeply at what students are doing and with 

what frequency without relying on self-reported answers. 

The students were also given two short vocabulary tests. There will be one yes/no x-lex 

test similar to Meara & Milton’s description (Milton, 2009). A set of words will be chosen with 

some pseudo-words included in the list. Students are only to indicate which words they think 

they have seen or know, and are to leave out any unknown words. Analysis of the results will 

indicate a student’s vocabulary knowledge size. To support the x-lex test there is a Vocabulary 

Knowledge Scale (VKS) test, which measures vocabulary depth and gives more insight into how 

well the student actually knows a word. This test asks students to rate their knowledge of a 

word. If students think they know a word, they demonstrate their knowledge of it. 

 

3.1.1 Research Questions 

 Is there a relationship between computer-based English-language media consumption and 

English vocabulary skills in Icelandic 12 year old students? If there is a relationship, how is it 

manifested? Is there a difference between girls and boys with regard to this question? 

 

3.1.2 Sampling procedure 

An attempt was made to select a variety of class groups from around the Reykjavík area. In the 

end four groups of students participated, coming from three different schools. These schools 
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were selected only because their English teachers were willing to participate. Ideally a more 

diverse variety of schools would have participated in the research, but as this was not possible, 

the results of this research will be considered in light of this. The three schools are similar in that 

they are in comparable suburban neighborhoods in the capital area. Therefore, the four class 

groups will not be analyzed separately.  

 

3.1.3 The sample 

A total of 96 students participated in the study, of which 60 were girls and 36 were boys. Ideally 

the groups would have been more equally distributed between the sexes, but this disparity is 

taken into account in the discussion of the results. The students who participated in the study 

were given some personal questions which would relate to their English skills. As the purpose of 

this study is to understand how much English students are learning outside of school, they were 

asked when they began to study English in school. As this was self-reported and not confirmed 

by their current or past teachers, these answers reflect only what the students remember or 

perceive to be explicit English lessons. When asked when they began to learn English outside 

of school, the answers varied greatly.  

 

3.2 Instrumentation 

The three variables under investigation in this analysis are: English-language computer use 

while outside school, vocabulary breadth, and vocabulary depth. These variables were 

measured, respectively, by a questionnaire which asks the students about their extramural 

English-language computer use, a yes/no x-lex vocabulary test, and a Vocabulary Knowledge 

Scale (VKS) test. 

 

3.2.1 The questionnaire 

The questionnaire which each student participant filled out before completing the vocabulary 

tests contained 16 questions. The intention of these questions was to discover exactly what the 

children were doing online outside of school. The goal was to ask them directly and get self-

reported answers, but to also include questions that require answers that were more specific 

than simply ticking a box, and which could be looked at in more depth by the researcher. The 

questionnaire was completely in Icelandic, and the students’ home teachers were available, as 

well as the researcher, to explain anything unclear. A copy of the questionnaire is included on 

page 60 of this study, but all questions will be described here in English. 

The first question of the questionnaire asks students which devices they use at home 

which connect to the internet. The next two questions ask the students which activities they do 

online at home, first in Icelandic and then in English. Their choices which could be marked were: 
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homework, email, chatting with friends, games, and watching videos. There was also a space to 

write in any additional activities they do online at home. 

Questions 4 through 8 asked the students to mark how often in a week they perform 

certain actions. Their choices were ‘every day,’ 5-6 days in a week,’ ‘3-4 days in a week,’ ‘1-2 

days in a week’ or ‘never.’ Question 4 asked how often in a week they use the internet at home. 

Questions 5-8 asked how often they use the four different language skills in English while using 

the internet at home: reading, listening, writing, and speaking. These answers were all self-

reported which has been taken into consideration in the analysis of the results. 

Questions 9, 10, and 11 asked the students to write what they like to do online at home. 

Question 9 asked for a list of any games they play online. Question 10 asked what kind of 

videos they like to watch online. Suggestions were given: music videos, game play-through, 

makeup tutorial, etc. Question 11 asked the students to list any favorite YouTube channels they 

like to watch at home. 

The last five questions in the questionnaire ask the students for some more personal 

information and opinions about their English learning and use. Question 12 asked when they 

began to learn English at school. Question 13 asked when they thought they began to learn 

English from sources outside of school. Question 14 asked if they had ever lived in an English-

speaking country for any period of time in their lives. Question 15 asked how important they 

consider it to learn English. They were given four choices to choose from: ‘very important,’ 

‘somewhat important,’ ‘not very important,’ and ‘unnecessary.’ The last question asked the 

students if they were a girl or a boy.  

 

3.2.2 X-lex Vocabulary Test 

Milton and Meara’s (2003) x-lex vocabulary test is a widely accepted way to test vocabulary 

breadth in additional language learners. This test is quick and user-friendly, and compares well 

with other global vocabulary proficiency tests (Milton, 2009). The x-lex test, sometimes referred 

to as a yes/no test presents 120 words, of which 20 are randomly selected from each of the first 

five 1000 frequency bands from the British National Corpus, and 20 are pseudo-words that 

resemble existing English words, but are not valid words. Participants are asked to mark the 

words they have either seen or know. They are informed about the presence of fake words, and 

encouraged to only mark words they are sure they have seen before. The final score of this test 

is calculated by taking the total number of correctly marked words, and multiplying that number 

by 50. Incorrect answers are added up, and this total is multiplied by 250. This total is then 

subtracted from the number achieved from correct answers. By weighing incorrect answers 

more, the test compensates for guesswork. The test used in this research is shown below, with 

Icelandic instructions. The following table shows a portion of the x-lex test that was used. The 

full test can be seen on page 63. 
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Table 2: Sample of x-lex test: 

 

Þekkir þú orðin? 

Hér fyrir neðan eru nokkur orð í ensku, sum eru alvöru ensk orð og sum eru bullorð. Merktu 

bara við þau orð sem þú veist að þú hefur seð eða þekkir eins og sýnt er í dæminu sem er á 

undan. 

 

Dæmi:   

dog X 

 

would  junction  mealing  blade  harbour  

antile  decrease  behave  nickling  creep  

mystery  select  there  spill  utting  

guest  roast  ashment  calculate  scatter  

collect  evening  peace  build  mabey  

harden  quorant  keeper  pump  origin  

gammonary  ensure  final  idle  spalding  

law  amuse  rain  dive  volume  

write  claypole  muscle  willing  cow  

 

3.2.3 Vocabulary Knowledge Scale (VKS) Test 

The Vocabulary Knowledge Scale (VKS) test is a self-assessment of vocabulary depth 

knowledge in additional language learners. It is a deliberate attempt to go beyond tests of 

vocabulary breadth, and find out an individual’s deeper understanding of word meaning. Test-

takers are presented with a list of target words, and they are to choose from a 5-point rating 

scale. An example of one word is shown in the following table. The full test can be seen on page 

64. 
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Table 3: Sample of VKS test: 

 

1. SHORT 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

   II.     Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

  III.     Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  Skrifið í dálkinn  

  IV.    Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í dalkinn  

  V.    Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið hér fyrir neðan  

 

The 20 words chosen to be used in this test came from the x-lex test: four words from each of 

the five 1000 frequency bands. This was done for the sake of consistency. When looking at 

each word, participants provide an initial assessment of their own knowledge, and then show 

the accuracy of that assessment by either translating the word or using it in context. In order to 

get a higher score on this test, a participant must demonstrate their knowledge, and there is no 

room for lucky guesses. The intention of this test is to show both vocabulary breadth and depth 

of knowledge. 

The main criticism of the VKS test is that it doesn’t account for multiplicity or shades of 

meaning in words. Additionally, it is argued that scores on the VKS test tend to cluster at either 

the bottom or top of the 1-5 scale. However, the VKS test has been used extensively in 

language acquisition vocabulary research, and the hope of this study is that in combination with 

the x-lex test and in comparison with other Icelandic studies using the VKS test, some insight 

can be gained. 

Vocabulary knowledge is self-reported in the VKS test, but there is a strict rubric to 

calculate the score achieved. Wrong responses in self-report categories III, IV or V will result in 

a score of 2. A score of 3 confirms that an appropriate synonym or translation has been given 

for categories III or IV. A score of 4 is given if the word is used in a sentence using correct 

understanding of the meaning but inaccurate grammar, or if a mistakenly conjugated or derived 

form is given. A 5 is only given if the use of the word was both semantically and grammatically 

correct, even if there are other errors in the sentence. A reliability estimate for the VKS test was 

established through test-retest administration of a word list (N = 32) to 93 students at 6 different 
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proficiency levels. The resulting Pearson correlation was .89 for scores on the 24 content words, 

and .82 for scores on the 8 discourse connectives, indicating that the instrument can elicit 

acceptably reliable responses. (Paribakht and Wesche, 1997). 

 

Figure 1: VKS scoring categories -  meaning of scores 

 

 

 

3.2.4 Data Collection  

The data was collected during English class periods for all of the groups. The students had 

been informed in advance (and their parents notified) that they were being asked to participate 

in this research. On the day of the research, the researcher explained to students what the 

research was about. They were told to simply answer questions honestly and to do their best, 

but that this was not being evaluated for a grade. They were thanked for their participation in the 

research. The students’ regular English teachers were present during the testing, and available 
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to explain any questions the students had about the research as a whole or a particular question 

in the questionnaire or vocabulary tests. The students were encouraged to remain quiet and not 

copy answers from each other, but sometimes a question was clarified and explained to the 

group as a whole.  

 

3.2.5 Ethical considerations 

As the participants in this study were children, their parents were notified that the survey would 

take place in advance, and were given the option of excluding their child from participating. 

Additionally, all efforts were made to protect the anonymity of the students. Data was collected 

which separated the participants by which school group they came from and which gender they 

are, but otherwise no personal information at all was attached. 
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4 Data 

The next section will present the data obtained from the questionnaire and vocabulary tests. 

First, the overall results from the vocabulary tests will be provided. Then, the results from each 

question in the questionnaire will be provided. Finally, the answers to some questions in the 

questionnaire will be compared against the students’ performance in the vocabulary tests. 

 

4.1 Results of the vocabulary tests 

 

Milton and Meara’s x-lex test includes 120 words: 20 randomly selected from the first five 1000 

frequency bands from the British National Corpus and 20 pseudo-words, which are included to 

account for students’ guesswork on the test. This test was designed for L2 learners (Milton 

2009). The test used in this study was determined to be of an appropriate level for Icelandic 12 

year olds, as it was more difficult than the x-lex test used by Ásrún Jóhannsdóttir in her 2009 

study of 9 year old students. The VKS test used 20 words randomly selected from the x-lex test, 

or 4 from each of the 5 strands. As described in the Methodology chapter of this study, the x-lex 

test is designed to assess students’ breadth of vocabulary, while the VKS test measures their 

depth of understanding of these 20 randomly selected words. The numerical scores that are 

derived from these tests are not comparable, but are shown together on graphs below for the 

sake of comparing the performance of different groups (for example, those who play video 

games at home, or those who watch music videos). 

The average score of all students on the x-lex test was 53.32. The boys’ average was 

57.39, with the lowest score being 2 and the highest score 89, while the girls’ average was 

50.88, with the lowest score being -31 and the highest score 88.  

The average score of all the students on the VKS test was 46.76. Again the boys had 

higher results than the girls on this test. The boys’ average score was 50.58 with the lowest 

score being 15 and the highest 78, and the girls’ average score was 44.47 with the lowest score 

being 5 and the highest 73. 

 

4.2 On the numbers of girls and boys in this study 

Here it is important to restate that of the 96 students, 60 were girls and only 36 were boys. Later 

in this data analysis section when the answers to certain questions on the questionnaire are 

compared, the percentages of girls and boys who answered in certain ways are compared 

instead of the total number of girls and boys. However, in the following figure, the average 

scores of girls and boys are compared with the average scores of all students together, 

unadjusted by percentage. 
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Figure 2: Average scores on the vocabulary tests 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Results from the Questionnaire 

 

The first question in the questionnaire asks students which devices they use to connect to the 

internet while at home. The results here show that students use a variety of devices, of which 

the smartphone was the most commonly used. This question offered five answers which 

students could select, plus the option to write in the name of a device. Nine students used the 

write-in option, of which eight said ‘Play Station’ and one said ‘XBox,’ both of which are types of 

game console which connect to the internet. However, these game consoles are used through 

an internet-connected television, and all nine of these students also indicated that they use an 

internet-connected television at home. Therefore, the game console systems were not added 

additionally to the results here. 
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Girls and boys reported using devices in approximately similar amounts with the 

exception of desktop computers and smartphones. Twenty-four of 36 boys, or 67% reported 

using desktop computers at home, while only 17 of 60 girls, or 28% reported desktop computer 

use. Girls reported more frequent use of smartphones however, with 85% of girls reporting 

using smartphones at home as compared to 75% of boys. The following figure displays the 

students’ self-reported use of internet-connected devices at home. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Devices used to connect to the internet at home 
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The second question asked students which online activities they do at home in Icelandic, their 

native language. They were given the option of choosing any or all of the following: homework, 

email, chatting with friends, computer games, and watching videos. The results show that online 

chatting with friends is the most commonly reported activity for both boys and girls, with 82% of 

girls and 69% of boys reporting this activity. Girls report working on homework and using email 

at a higher rate than boys, while boys report playing games and watching videos at a higher rate 

than girls. The percentages of girls and boys who indicate each activity are shown in the 

following figure. 

 

Figure 4: Activities students undertake at home in Icelandic 

 

 

 

 

The third question asked students which activities they do while online at home using English. 

They were given the same options for activities as in the previous question, and the results 

show that students do different activities in English than they do in Icelandic. Again, girls report 

working on homework at a higher rate than boys (20% as compared to 6%). Boys report playing 

computer games at a higher rate than girls (81% as compared to 48%). Both sexes report using 

email, chatting with friends, and watching videos online in English in approximately equal 

amounts. The percentages according to sex are displayed in the following figure.  
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Figure 5: Activities students undertake at home in English 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 4 asked students how often in a week they connect to the internet at home. The 

results show a clear difference between boys’ and girls’ reported use. A higher percentage of 

girls than boys (48% as compared with 39%) report connecting to the internet at home on a 

daily basis. However, boys as a whole group report connecting to the internet at home more 

frequently than girls, as they dominated in the 3-4 days a week and 5-6 days a week choices. Of 

the 96 students who participated in the study, only two students (both girls) reported never 

connecting to the internet at home. The full results of this question are shown in the following 

figure. 
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Figure 6: How often in a week students use a computer at home 

 

 

Question 5 asked students how often in a week they read English while they are online. Both 

girls and boys report reading English frequently, with over 75% of both girls and boys reporting 

reading English online 3 days a week or more frequently. More girls than boys (12% as 

compared with 6%) report never reading anything in English online at home. The results of this 

question are shown in the following figure. 

Figure 7: How often in a week students read English while online 
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Question 6 asked students how often in a week they hear English spoken while they are online. 

The majority of students report hearing English online frequently. Forty-five percent of girls and 

36% of boys report hearing English online every day, while only 3% of girls and 6% of boys 

report never hearing English while they are online. The results are shown in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 8: How often in a week students hear English spoken while online 

 

 

 

Question 7 asked how often in a week students write in English while they are online. Boys 

report writing in English more frequently than girls, with 75% of them reporting writing in English 

3 days a week or more often, and 25% report writing every day. Sixty percent of girls report 

writing in English 3 days a week or more often, and only 15% of all of the girls surveyed report 

never writing in English online. The results of this question are shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 9: How often in a week students write in English while online 

 

 

Question 8 asked students how often in a week they speak English online. The most common 

answer was ‘never’ with 47% of girls and 44% of boys choosing this answer. Twelve percent of 

girls and 22% of boys report speaking in English online every day. The figure below shows the 

full results of this question. 

 

Figure 10: How often in a week students speak English while online 
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Question 9 asked students, ‘If you play computer games online, which games are they? Write 

their names.’ From the group of 96 students, a remarkable 68 different games were listed. Of 

these 68 games, only 10 were listed by more than one student. Fifteen students reported 

playing Minecraft, of which a majority (11) were girls. Six boys reported playing Call of Duty, and 

8 boys reported playing FIFA. No girls reported playing either of those games. Below is an 

illustration of the three most popular games listed by students. On the first vertical axis is the 

percentages of total girls and boys who listed each game, on the second vertical axis is the total 

number of students (out of 96) who listed each game. 

 

 

Figure 11: Most popular games played by students 

 

 

 

 

Question 10 asked students, ’What kind of YouTube videos do you like to watch?’ Examples 

were given: Game play-throughs, makeup tutorials, etc. Students came up with 76 different 

kinds of videos, and the most commonly listed have been analyzed. The most popular answer 

was ‘music’ with 37 students writing this in. Game play-throughs were the second-most popular, 

with 25 students. Eighteen students reported watching makeup tutorials, 11 students reported 

watching DIY videos, and 9 students reported watchin joke videos. Girls and boys showed clear 

differences in the kinds of videos they prefer to watch. Girls reported watching music videos at a 

much higher rate: 55% as compared with boys’ 11%. Girls were the only ones who reported 

watching makeup tutorials (30% of total girls) and DIY videos (18% of total girls). Boys reported 

a higher rate of watching game play-throughs, at 50% as compared with girls’ 12%. Girls and 
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boys report watching joke videos at similar rates. The full results are shown below, again with 

the percentages of girls and boys shown on the first vertical axis, and the total number of 

students on the second axis. 

 

Figure 12: Types of videos students watch online at home 

 

 

 

Question 11 asked students which YouTube channels they like to watch. These channels will be 

described and commented on in the next section of this study. The top five answers were: 

mylifeaseva with 14 students, Miniminter with 9 students, Pewdiepie with 8 students, Ben 

Philips with 7 students, and Jacksepiceye with 6 students. There were clear differences 

between girls and boys in their preferred YouTube channels. Girls reported watching 

mylifeaseva most frequently, with 23% of total girls reporting this answer, and no boys reporting 

it. Ben Philips was the second most popular among girls, with 10% of girls reporting watching 

this channel, as compared with only 3% of boys. Boys reported watching Miniminter most 

frequently (25% of boys reported watching this channel, and 0% of girls), followed by 

Jacksepticeye (14% of total boys report watching this channel, and only 2% of girls). Both boys 

and girls reported watching Pewdiepie in equal amounts, with 8% of both sexes reporting 

watching his videos. The results of this question are shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 13: YouTube channels students report watching 

 

 

 

Question 12 asked students when they started learning English in school. There was a 

surprisingly diverse range of answers to this question. Most students report11° beginning to 

learn English in the 4th grade, but 16% of students report beginning to learn English in the 1st 

grade, and 5% while they were in leikskóli (preschool). The official level for schools in Iceland to 

begin English instruction is the 4th grade, but many schools introduce some lessons earlier. The 

main purpose of this question was to get the students thinking about their English learning 

process, as the next question asked them about learning English outside of school. 

 

Question 13 asked students when they thought they had begun to learn English outside of 

school. The majority of students said they began to acquire English outside of school between 

the ages of 4 and 10, but two students claim to have begun as 1 year old babies and two claim 

to have never learned any English outside of school. For reasons unknown, only 87 of the 96 

students chose to answer this question. The results for this question are shown in the following 

figure. 
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Figure 14: Age when students report beginning to learn English outside of school   

 

 

 

Question 14 asked students if they had ever lived in an English-speaking country. Eight 

students reported that they had, for various amounts of time. One student reported that she had 

always lived in an English-speaking country, as she considered Iceland to be an English-

speaking country! 87 reported that they had not ever lived in an English-speaking country. One 

student did not answer this question.  

 

Question 15 sought to understand how motivated the students were to learn English by asking 

them how important they consider it to learn English. Most students indicated that they consider 

it very important to learn English, with 68% reporting this answer. 26% of students consider 

learning English to be ‘somewhat important,’ and only 4% consider learning English to be ‘not 

very important.’ No students indicated that they found learning English to be unnecessary. 

 

4.4 Answers to the questionnaire compared with vocabulary test results 

Next, each question in the questionnaire will be compared with the students’ vocabulary test 

results. As previously described, there were two vocabulary tests. The x-lex test measured 

students’ vocabulary breadth, and the VKS test measured their depth of knowledge. The 

numerical scores on these two tests cannot be directly compared, but are included side-by-side 

for the purpose of comparing how students did on each of these skills. The purpose of this 

portion of the analysis is to see if there is any noticeable connection between reported media 

use and vocabulary test scores.  

Question 1 asked the students which devices they use to connect to the internet at 

home. The vocabulary test scores for the students who indicated using each device are 
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compared. As shown below there was not a strong connection between the devices the 

students reported using and the vocabulary scores achieved. 

 

Figure 15: Devices used to connect at home compared with vocabulary test scores 

 

 

Question 2 asked students which activities they do at home online in Icelandic. Those who 

reported using email and working on homework online in Icelandic had slightly higher scores on 

the English vocabulary tests, but not by a large amount. The results are shown in the following 

figure.  

Figure 16: Activities online at home in Icelandic compared with vocabulary test scores 
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Question 3 asked students which activities they do online at home in English. Those who 

reported emailing in English had slightly higher vocabulary test scores, and those who reported 

working on homework in English had slightly lower vocabulary scores. As shown in Figure 5, 

watching videos was the most frequently reported English media use, but as shown below, it 

does not show an effect on students’ vocabulary knowledge as compared with other online 

activities.   

 

 

Figure 17: Activities online at home in English compared with vocabulary test scores 

 

 

 

Question 4 asked students how often in a week they connect to the internet at home. 

Interestingly, the two students who reported never connecting to the internet at home had the 

highest vocabulary test scores, followed by those who indicated connecting to the internet 3-4 

days a week at home.  
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Figure 18: How often in a week students report connecting to the internet at home 

compared with vocabulary test scores 

 

 

Question 5 asked students how often in a week they read English while they are online. When 

compared with the vocabulary test scores, the reported rate of reading English shows a strong 

connection. Those students who reported never reading English online had the lowest average 

scores. The average scores increased with each higher frequency of how often the students 

read English online, as shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 19: How often in a week students read English online compared with vocabulary 

test scores 
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Question 6 asked students how often in a week they hear English spoken while they are online. 

The majority of students reported hearing English online frequently, as shown in Figure 8, and 

this correlates strongly with higher vocabulary test scores. Those who reported hearing English 

5-6 days a week had the highest vocabulary test scores, followed by those who reported 

hearing English every day. The results are shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 20: How often in a week students hear English spoken online compared with 

vocabulary test scores 

 

 

 

Question 7 asked how often in a week students write in English while they are online. As shown 

in Figure 9, boys report writing online more frequently than girls. There is not a strong 

connection between the students who reported writing online in English and higher vocabulary 

test scores. Those who report never writing in English have the lowest vocabulary scores, but 

the other weekly frequencies show similar results. The numbers are shown in the following 

figure. 
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Figure 21: How often in a week students write in English online compared with 

vocabulary test scores 

 

Question 8 looked at how often students report speaking English online. Speaking English 

online does not show a strong connection to vocabulary test scores in this case. Those who 

report speaking more frequently have only slightly higher average scores. However, almost half 

of the students report never speaking English while they are online, so the lack of a connection 

is not surprising. The results are shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 22: How often in a week students speak English online compared with vocabulary 

test scores 
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Question 9 asked students which games they play online, if they do indeed play games online. 

Only three games were listed by 6 or more students, and there was a difference in the games 

listed by girls and boys, as shown in Figure 11. Below, the games listed are compared against 

the students’ vocabulary test scores. Of these most popular games, those who reported playing 

Minecraft (11 girls, 6 boys) had the highest vocabulary test scores, with particularly high scores 

on the x-lex test. The results are shown in the following figure. 

Figure 23: Most popular games compared with vocabulary test scores 

 

Question 10 asked students which kinds of YouTube videos they like to watch. As shown in the 

following figure, the types of videos reported did not show an impact on their vocabulary test 

scores. 

Figure 24: Types of videos students watch compared with vocabulary test scores 
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Question 11 asked students to list their favorite YouTube channels. Despite the differences in 

the numbers of students and the sexes who listed each channel, there was very little difference 

in the vocabulary scores.  

 

Figure 25: Favorite YouTube channels compared with vocabulary test scores 

 

 

Question 12 asked students when they began to learn English at school. It is important to keep 

in mind that this is self-reported, and it is possible that students could be incorrect. The 

reasoning behind this question was to see what students thought themselves about how much 

English they had been learning at school. Few students reported beginning to learn English in 

preschool or 1st grade but, interestingly, they had the highest vocabulary scores, followed by 

those who reported beginning to learn in 5th grade. These differences were not large enough to 

make a strong conclusion from this question. 

 

Question 13 asked students when they thought they had begun to learn English outside of 

school. As shown in Figure 14, there was a wide variety in answers from students, but most 

students reported beginning to learn English outside of school between the ages of 4 and 10. 

Vocabulary test scores were highest in those who reported learning English outside of school 

very early or very late. The vocabulary scores were lowest for those who reported never 
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learning any English outside of school. However, it is important to note that only a few students 

said they began to learn English outside of school before the age of 4. 

 

Figure 26: Age when students think they began to learn English outside of school, 

compared with vocabulary test scores 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 14 asked students if they had ever lived in an English-speaking country, as this would 

obviously affect their English vocabulary results and would be important to bear in mind when 

looking at this data. As reported above, 8 of 96 students reported having spent some period of 

time in an English-speaking country for longer than a holiday. Those eight students had higher 

average vocabulary test scores than those who reported never living in an English-speaking 

country: their average x-lex score was 57.75, as compared to 54.86. Their average VKS score 

was 53 as compared with 48.82. 
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Question 15 asked students how important they considered learning English to be. Clearly, 

those who considered learning English to be more important showed the highest vocabulary test 

scores, followed by those who considered it somewhat important. Those who considered 

learning English to be ‘not very important’ had the lowest average vocabulary test scores. The 

results are shown in the following figure.  

 

Figure 27: How important students consider learning English to be compared with 

vocabulary test scores 
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5.  Discussion 

 

The purpose of this study was to find out if there is a connection between the activities Icelandic 

12 year olds are doing online and their English vocabulary skills. The straightforward goal of the 

study is to understand our students better so we can encourage their learning. The following 

discussion looks at the results of the study and shows where connections can and cannot be 

made. 

 

5.1  Limits of the study 

I will begin the discussion of the results by acknowledging the limitations of this study, as it is 

important to bear them in mind in particular during this part of the process. It is important not to 

overgeneralize the data produced from this study. The students I was able to survey were not 

fully representative of their peers across the country, as they came from only three schools in 

the capital area. Also, the ratio of girls to boys was very unbalanced. I controlled for that the 

best way I could, by comparing percentages of total girls and boys instead of total numbers. 

However, in regard to certain questions such as those which asked students to write in which 

games the play, what kinds of YouTube channels they watch, and which particular channels 

they watch, frequency was important. Girls and boys indicated very different answers for these 

questions, so the unequal ratio of girls to boys does matter here. 

 

5.2  Discussion of the Questionnaire Results 

The questionnaire asked students for information about their home media use. This was all self-

reported, and it is possible that students may have either embellished or played down their 

media use. It is also possible that they may have either been unsure of the frequency in a week 

they do certain things, or that they may have made mistakes in writing this down. It is important 

to bear this mind while looking at what they report.  

 

5.2.1  Connecting to the internet at home: how and for what purpose? 

The first three questions of the questionnaire asked students which devices they use to connect 

to the internet at home, and which activities they do online at home, both in Icelandic and 

English. As shown in the previous Results chapter, students use a variety of devices to connect 

to the internet at home, but the smartphone was the most commonly reported. Smartphones 

allow users to surf the internet, but most use is in the form of apps. These apps can include 

messenging and social media, games, or YouTube. It is possible that students of this age do not 

have their own laptop computer, and the internet-connected television is only available to them 

sometimes, so their smartphones are the most common way to connect.  
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The most common activity that students report doing in Icelandic is chatting with friends 

on social media, with 82% of girls and 69% of boys reporting this activity.  Beyond this, 

however, girls and boys vary in the activities they report doing in Icelandic: girls report higher 

rates of homework and email, while boys report higher rates of computer games and watching 

videos. For these students, the girls are more likely to socialize online in Icelandic than boys, 

but the boys are participating more in gaming and receptive video watching. 

The activities the students report doing in English are quite different than what they do in 

Icelandic. High percentages of both girls and boys report watching videos in English: 84% for 

both. Boys report gaming more in English than girls, while girls report using English more for 

homework than boys. When comparing what girls and boys do in Icelandic and English, it is 

clear: both sexes watch videos and play games more often in English, while both sexes chat 

with friends, work on homework, and email in Icelandic. It is not particularly surprising that 

students would do most homework and socializing in their native language, but look to foreign 

(English-language) sources for their videos and gaming opportunities when they want 

something more than they can find in their native language.  

 

5.2.2  How often in a week are students exposed to English online at home? 

Questions 4-8 asked students to quantify how often in a week they engage in specific 

behaviors: using the internet at home, reading English online, hearing English online, writing in 

English online, and speaking English online. There was a noticeable difference between girls 

and boys in their answers to some of these questions.  

The fourth question asked simply how often in a week they connect to the internet at 

home, and 48% of girls report connecting every day, while boys report a somewhat less 

frequent 39%. However girls also dominate the lower end of the scale, with 2 girls and no boys 

reporting never connecting to the internet at home, and 14 girls and only one boy reporting 

connecting 1-2 days a week. While most girls report connecting either every day or very 

infrequently, every boy except for one reported connecting at least 3 days in a week. 

Interestingly, the two students who report never connecting to the internet at home were both 

girls, and these two girls had among the highest vocabulary test scores of any students in the 

study. Unless they somehow misunderstood the question, their English knowledge must be 

coming from somewhere other than their internet use.  

The results of this survey are contrary to those found by Sylvén in her study on Swedish 

13-14 year olds (2004). In that study, there was a strong connection between the time students 

reported spending online and their English vocabulary scores. Perhaps this difference can be 

explained by the differences in what students were doing online in 2004 as compared with 2016. 

In 2004, students had to sit down to a desktop or laptop computer to access the internet, which 

provided a different dynamic than the smartphones and tablets students have access to now. 
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They would have spent more time reading websites and emailing, as compared with the social 

media, apps, and video streaming sites that students use now. Possibly the connection found in 

Sylvén’s study between the time students spent online and their vocabulary skills was because 

they spent more time reading English while they were online.  

The fifth question asked students how often in a week they read English while they are 

online. Both girls and boys report reading English online frequently, with over 75% of both sexes 

reporting this at least 3 days a week. There was a strong connection between reading English 

online and higher vocabulary test scores. The average test scores increase with each increase 

in frequency of days the students report reading in English. 

The results of this question can be compared with Sundqvist’s (2009) study which 

analyzed the extramural activities of Swedish 9th graders and their English skills. It was 

concluded in this study that reading in English had a strong influence on English skills, whereas 

watching videos and listening to music did not. While both reading and listening/watching are 

receptive language skills, reading appears to be a stronger influence on language skills. 

The sixth question asked students how often in a week they hear English spoken while 

they are online. The majority of students report hearing English online frequently, with 45% of 

girls and 36% of boys reporting hearing English every day, and only 3% of girls and 6% of boys 

reporting never hearing English online. Those who reported hearing English more frequently 

had higher test scores than those who reported never hearing English spoken, or only 1-2 days 

per week.  

The seventh question asked students how often they write in English while they are 

online. Boys report writing more frequently than girls do, but there is not a strong connection 

between writing in English and the vocabulary test scores.  

The eighth question asked students how often in a week they speak English while they are 

online. Most students report never speaking English online, while 12% of girls and 22% of boys 

report speaking every day. There is not a strong connection between those who speak English 

more frequently online and higher vocabulary test scores.  

In conclusion, it is clear that those who report using receptive English through reading 

and listening online have higher vocabulary test scores, while those who report using the 

productive skills of speaking and writing do not show any strong advantage. This supports 

Krashen’s Input Hypothesis (1985), as the input seems to be what matters in regard to 

vocabulary skills here.  

5.2.3  Online games 

The total number of games listed by students was a surprisingly high 68, but only three were 

listed by more than three students. They are described here, and the kind of language exposure 

they provide is considered. 
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Minecraft is a popular game which can be played on computers and game consoles. In 

Minecraft, the player has freedom to build structures out of textured cubes. When engaged in 

the different ‘modes’ in the game, a player can explore, gather resources, and engage in 

combat. The modes available are the survival mode, the creative mode, the adventure mode, 

and the spectator mode. In Minecraft, it is possible to play entirely alone, and the only 

connection to language would be when selecting different kinds of blocks or making commands 

in the game, as all of these words are in English. It is also possible to connect to a server and 

collaborate or compete with other players, in which case communication via text chat would be 

in English. In Minecraft, language is only written. Minecraft was the most popular game listed by 

all students, and was the only one listed by both girls and boys. 15 students report playing 

Minecraft, of which 11 are girls and 4 are boys. These students did very well on the vocabulary 

test scores, though significantly better on the x-lex (which tests vocabulary breadth) than the 

VKS (which tests depth). Though Minecraft does not present players with a lot of language, 

these players showed strong English skills.  

Call of Duty is a very popular first-person shooter game which has many different 

editions and variations, which provide different wartime settings for the game. The more recent 

versions of the game are very story-driven and are filled with dialogue. A player would receive a 

significant amount of English input from playing this game, and if playing in certain modes, 

she/he could also produce a significant amount of language. Six boys, or 16% of the total 

number of boys report playing Call of Duty, and no girls report playing this game. Despite the 

amount of language involved in the game, the boys who report playing Call of Duty have only 

average vocabulary test scores, so this game does not seem to be a factor. 

FIFA is another very popular game worldwide, consisting of many editions which can be 

played on various gaming consoles. It is officially licensed by FIFA (the International Federation 

of Association Football) and features real football stars and professional teams, which adds to 

its popularity. According to The Guardian, the popularity of the game has also led fans of the 

game to start following professional football. Amateur players have reported using skills learned 

from the video game on the football field. While playing the game, a commentator describes 

what is happening throughout, giving the player plenty of language input in context. Eight boys, 

or 22% of all boys report playing this game, while no girls report it. Those who play FIFA have 

higher vocabulary test scores than average, and higher than those who report playing Call of 

Duty, but not as high as those who play Minecraft.  

The games students report playing clearly differ between girls and boys. The players of 

those games which are most popular have at least average vocabulary test scores, but only 

Minecraft players have more than slightly higher than average scores. For the purposes of this 

study, it is of interest to see what games students are playing, but as there does not seem to be 
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any connection between particular games and vocabulary skills, this can be disregarded as a 

factor in students’ vocabulary knowledge. 

However, previous studies have shown a connection between gaming and English skills. 

Piirainen-Marsh and Tainio (2009) concluded that Finnish boys were copying and acquiring 

English from playing Final Fantasy X. This study did not include other games or comparisons 

with other media use however. Sundqvist and Sylvén’s 2012 study of Swedish 5th graders 

showed gaming to be the activity which showed the strongest connection with English skills. 

However, in this study students were grouped not by which games they play, but by the total 

amount of time they spend gaming. Kuppens’ 2010 study of Dutch-speaking 11 year olds found 

that computer games which use English correlated with increased English scores. This study 

did look at specific games and found a connection, unlike my study. Perhaps because Kuppens’ 

study had so many more participants (374), more clear conclusions could be drawn.  

 

5.2.4  Types of videos watched  

Students reported watching various types of YouTube videos at home. They were asked which 

kind of videos they watch, and were given three examples: music videos, game play-throughs, 

and makeup tutorials. They were also encouraged to write in any other kinds of videos that they 

watch. Girls and boys differ in the types of videos they report watching. It is important to note 

that these videos are not subtitled in Icelandic, as some television shows and movies they 

watch are. There are some Icelandic YouTube channels and YouTubers of course, but the most 

popular results listed by the students in this study were all in English and without subtitles. 

Girls (55%) reported watching music videos much more frequently than boys (11%) did. Music 

videos usually contain language in the form of lyrics, which can be repetitive. The language in 

music videos may not always be something that parents and teachers want their children 

exposed to, but they do provide input. 

Game play-throughs were reported mainly by boys (50%) but also by girls (11%). Game 

play-throughs are literally just videos of a player playing a game. Sometimes these videos 

include a narration of what is going on in the game and strategies the player will use, but 

sometimes there is no language used at all, and the video consists only of a recording of the 

screen as the player progresses through the game. 

Makeup tutorials were only reported by girls- 18 of 60 girls reported watching these at 

home. Makeup tutorials show a first-person description of how to apply makeup. They are often 

chatty and include a lot of language, though mainly about this specific topic. These videos are 

very popular among girls. Watching these videos is meant to be like listening to a friend, and the 

language included here is personal and informal. 

DIY videos were reported only by girls- 11 of 60 girls reported watching these. DIY (Do-

It-Yourself) videos show projects that can be done in a home or bedroom to improve the 
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atmosphere- usually with a small or inexpensive decoration or change. This is appealing to pre-

teens who want to improve their home space. These videos are similar to the makeup tutorial 

videos in that they consist of mainly chatty and descriptive language. It is possible to watch 

these videos without understanding every word, as there are video depictions of the projects.  

Joke videos were reported by both boys and girls in approximately equal ratios- 6 of 60 girls and 

3 of 36 boys, or about 10% of each sex. The description of ‘joke’ videos is quite vague, but 

generally consists of pranks or other funny situations. These videos contain some language, but 

are mainly visual. 

Though these types of videos are different, the students who watch them had very 

similar vocabulary test scores, and therefore no connection can be drawn between types of 

YouTube videos and English vocabulary skills. Previous studies, particularly those focused on 

subtitled programming (Koolstra and Beentjes, 1999, d’Ydewalle and Van de Poel, 1999, 

Kuppens, 2010) show a connection between watching English-language videos and English 

skills. However, as these studies were focused on programs subtitled in the students’ native 

languages, their focus was quite different than the YouTube watchers in this study. Also, these 

previous studies looked at video watching overall instead of types of videos or specific 

channels. 

 

5.2.5  Youtube channels 

Students’ top five YouTube channels have been analyzed in comparison with their vocabulary 

test scores. Here I will describe the channels and the language input they are providing to their 

viewers. It is important to note that none of the channels described below were watched by 

more than 25% of the participants in the study. 

Mylifeaseva is a channel hosted by Californian Eva Gutowski which has over 7 million 

subscribers, most of them young girls. The main topics she discusses in her videos are fashion 

trends and life tips for teenagers, dramatized in a comedic way. However, she has recently 

posted more serious videos, including coming out publicly as bisexual, and describing her 

history of sexual assault. Her videos are generally between 5-10 minutes long and include a 

large amount of conversational language, including American slang. A viewer would need good 

English listening skills to understand everything she says, but she does have a lot of visual gags 

and shows examples of things. Fourteen girls (23% of all girls) and no boys report watching 

mylifeaseva. 

Miniminter is the online persona of south-London based Simon Minter who often posts 

three videos a day across his two channels. His main channel is devoted to question and 

answer videos, quizzes, FIFA videos and real-life football videos. In his second channel he 

shows short comedy sketches and plays card games such as Cards Against Humanity with ‘the 

Sidemen’ who are his housemates, and also YouTube stars. He has over 5.8 million 
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subscribers. His videos include constant narration, and particularly those which have quizzes 

and Q&A sessions provide a large amount of language input. Nine boys (25% of all boys) and 

no girls report watching Miniminter. 

Pewdiepie is the online personality of Felix Arvid Ulf Kjellberg, who is the most popular 

star on YouTube with over 54 million subscribers. He calls his fans the ‘Bro army’ and refers to 

individual fans as ‘bros.’ He is Swedish, but narrates his videos in English. He is energetic in his 

descriptions and includes a lot of profanity and slang. He makes goofy and obnoxious jokes, 

and says politically incorrect things (including the words ‘gay’ and ‘retarded’ in a derogatory 

sense) which has caused controversy. He has stated recently that he regrets these statements, 

but the content is still online. Children who follow his videos are certainly getting a lot of English 

language input, but probably not the kind that their parents and educators would prefer. Five 

girls and three boys, or 8% of each sex report watching this channel. 

Ben Phillips uses his own name as his YouTube moniker, and first became successful 

by making 6-second Vines. He is now a YouTube star with over 2.5 million subscribers. His 

videos consist entirely of pranks- some elaborate and some short. His victim is always his friend 

Elliot, and sometimes he includes other friends. After every prank is finished, he says his 

tagline: sorry bro! The focus in Ben’s videos seems to be visual, and there is some narration 

and conversation used, but arguably less than other YouTubers. Ben Philips is more popular 

among girls than boys, with 6 girls, or 10% reporting watching his channel, and only 1 boy. 

Jacksepticeye is the name of the channel hosted by Seán William McLoughlin. As of 

February 2017, Jacksepticeye had over 6.9 billion total video views and over 15.1 million 

subscribers and was the 30th most-subscribed channel on YouTube. His videos are a mixture of 

game play-throughs with comedic commentary, and vlogs. He is Irish, and at the beginning of 

each video exclaims, “Top of the mornin’ to ya laddies! My name is Jacksepticeye!” These 

videos include a lot of energetic language input. This channel is more popular with boys than 

girls. Five boys, or 14% of all boys, and only 1 girl list watching Jacksepticeye. 

Again, like the types of videos the students list watching, the use of the specific YouTube 

channels does not show a strong connection to vocabulary test scores. The students who list 

each of these five most popular channels all have approximately average vocabulary test 

scores, so despite the language input from these channels, a clear connection cannot be made. 

 

5.2.6  Perceived age of learning and motivation 

The next four questions asked students about when they think they have learned English both in 

and outside of school, if they have ever lived in an English-speaking country, and how important 

they consider learning English to be.  

Most students report that they began to learn English in school in the fourth grade, or 

when they were about 9 years old. This is the standard age that English is first taught in 
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Icelandic schools, but some schools do introduce English earlier. When the age students report 

learning English at school was compared with their vocabulary test scores, a clear trend 

emerged. Those who report beginning to learn English in preschool or first grade had the 

highest vocabulary scores, followed by those who reported beginning to learn English in the 5th 

grade. However, the number of students who reported these answers was relatively low (5% in 

preschool, 15% in 1st grade, and 5% in 5th grade), so that must be taken into consideration 

when looking at these results. 

One of the most clear conclusions that can be drawn from this study comes in the 

answers to question 15, which asked students how important they consider learning English to 

be. Most students, or 68% express that it is very important, 26% consider it somewhat 

important, and 6% consider it ‘not very important.’ No students report learning English to be 

unnecessary. Grouped by how important they consider learning English to be, the students 

show a strong connection to better vocabulary scores. Those who consider learning English to 

be very important have by far the strongest scores, followed by those who consider it to be 

somewhat important, and finally those who consider it to be not very important. The question of 

students’ motivation is central to extramural English. Students might consider learning English 

to be important because they want to be able to watch videos and play games. They might 

consider it to be important because they are good at it.  
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6. Conclusion 

In summary, the results of this study show that there is a connection between receptive 

(listening and reading) English exposure and vocabulary scores in Icelandic 12 year olds. Those 

students who report those activities have higher average vocabulary scores than their peers 

who report doing them less frequently. The results also show that productive skills including 

writing and speaking are practiced by few students, and those who do are not stronger in 

vocabulary than their peers. The age in which students report beginning to learn English both in 

school and outside of school does not seem to be an important factor in their English vocabulary 

skills at this age, but their perception of how important it is to speak English is an important 

factor. Additionally, it can be concluded that boys and girls are doing different things online, and 

for different amounts of time. Boys play more games, and girls listen to music more. The games 

they play and the videos they watch are different. Boys do have stronger average vocabulary 

skills than girls at this age, but I cannot explain these results from the results of my 

questionnaire. 

This study has provided a window into the online lives of Icelandic 12 year olds. We know what 

activities they are doing online, how often in a week they are doing them, and which specific 

games, types of videos, and YouTube channels they watch. This supports the notion that 

Icelandic children are exposed to a large amount of English-language media, and much of it is 

without subtitles. They are getting a large amount of receptive input from this media, and 

learning from it. They like it enough to seek it out in their spare time and enjoy it even if they 

don’t understand every word. Icelandic children do have strong English vocabulary skills, which 

cannot be credited only to their lessons in school.  

English teachers of students this age need to be aware of what kinds of language they are 

exposed to outside of school. Students will learn from things they are interested in, so perhaps 

teachers could find a way to integrate some of these extramural interests into the classroom. In 

a quickly changing global environment, it is important for teachers to know where our students 

stand so we can further encourage both their language learning and development as 

individuals. 
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Questionnaire vocabulary tests given to students 

Könnun á tölvunotkun og enskukunnáttu í 7.bekk 
Vinsamlegast svaraðu spurningunum með því að krossa við það sem þér finnst eiga best 

við.  Könnunin er nafnlaus. 

1. Merktu við þau tæki sem þú notar heima sem tengjast internetinu. (þú mátt merkja við 

fleiri en eitt): 

 Tölva ▢ fartölva ▢ snjallsími  ▢  spjaldtölva   ▢  nettengt sjónvarp ▢ 

 

annað? ______________ 

2. Merktu við þau atriði sem þú gerir á internetinu á íslensku (þú mátt merkja við fleiri en 

eitt): 

 

 heimanám ▢  tölvupóst  ▢  spjalla við vini  ▢ tölvuleiki ▢  horfa á myndbönd   

annað? _________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Merktu við þau atriði sem þú gerir á internetinu á ensku (þú mátt merkja við fleiri en eitt): 

 heimanám ▢  tölvupóst  ▢  spjalla við vini  ▢ tölvuleiki ▢  horfa á myndbönd  ▢ 

 

annað? _________________________________________________________ 

 

 alla daga 5-6 dagar í 

víku 

3-4 dagar í 

víku 

1-2 dagar í víku aldrei 

4. Hvað notar þú 

tölvu marga daga í 

viku? 

     

5. Hvað oft lest þú 

ensku á netinu? 

     

6. Hvað oft heyrir þú 

ensku talaða þegar þú 

ert á internetinu? 

     

7. Hvað oft skrifar þú 

ensku þegar þú ert á 

internetinu? 

     

8. hvað oft talar þú 

ensku þegar þú ert á 

internetinu? 
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9. Ef þú spilar tölvuleiki á internetinu hvaða leiki spilar þú? Skrifið nöfn þeirra. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Hvers konar YouTube myndbönd finnst þér gaman að horfa á? (tónlistarmyndbönd, 

game play-through, förðunarkennsla, o.s.frv) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. Átt þú einhverja uppáhalds YouTube rásir? Skrifið nöfn þeirra. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. Í hvaða bekk byrjaðir þú að læra ensku í skólanum (t.d. 1. bekk 2. bekk, 3. bekk, 4. bekk) 

 __ bekk 

 

13. Hvenær heldur þú að þú hafir byrjað að læra ensku utan skóla? 

 __ (aldur) 

 

14. Ég hef átt heima í enskumælandi landi 

 já ▢  hversu lengi __________________  nei ▢   
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15. Hversu mikilvægt finnst þér að kunna ensku? 

mjög mikilvægt  ▢   frekar mikilvægt  ▢  ekki mjög mikilvægt   ▢   óþarfi   ▢   

 

16. Ert þú: 

 __ (stelpa)    __ (strákur) 

 

 

 

Takk kærlega fyrir þátttöku í þessari könnun :) 

Næst koma tvær orðaforðakannannir.  Svarið eftir bestu getu og verið heiðarleg í svörum.
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Þekkir þú orðin? 

Hér fyrir neðan eru nokkur orð í ensku, sum eru alvöru ensk orð og sum eru bullorð. Merktu 

bara við þau orð sem þú veist að þú hefur seð eða þekkir eins og sýnt er í dæminu sem er á 

undan. 

 

Dæmi:   

dog X 

 

would  junction  mealing  blade  harbour  

antile  decrease  behave  nickling  creep  

mystery  select  there  spill  utting  

guest  roast  ashment  calculate  scatter  

collect  evening  peace  build  mabey  

harden  quorant  keeper  pump  origin  

gammonary  ensure  final  idle  spalding  

law  amuse  rain  dive  volume  

write  claypole  muscle  willing  cow  

leisure  suggest  plunge  sudden  confuse  

obsolation  solemn  performance  bone  cream  

fierce  fond  captivise  director  apartment  

warm  peritonic  slip  budget  kind  

spend  go  shoulder  pour  postpone  

hammond  item  reaction  avoid  leisure  

boundary  snowy  tindle  curtain  inform  

structure  offense  certain  hear  terrible  

short  read  criminal  choice  precious  

clarinate  sauce  plaster  beat  start  

easy  decide  encopulate  curl  curious  

sense  likely  vickery  effectory  bring  

oestrogeny  responsible  lobby  risk  crop  

heap  tail  encourage  admire  sip  

tighten  because  compose  restore    
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Kannt þú þessi orð? 

Nú koma 20 orð sem þú ert beðin að skoða og merkja með X eða skrifa merkingu 

á feitletruðu orðunum í dálka I-IV (það á bara að setja X eða skrifa einu sinni fyrir 

hvert orð). Ef þið gerið setningu þá verðið þið líka að setja merkingu í dálk III eða IV. 

 

1. SHORT 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II.  Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III.  Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  Skrifið í 

dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í dalkinn  

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

2. BLADE 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 
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3. SENSE 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  Skrifið í 

dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í dalkinn  

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

4. VOLUME 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

5. RISK 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 
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6. PEACE 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. II.     Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það 

þýðir 

 

III. III.     Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. IV.    Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V.    Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

7. AVOID 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

8. PRECIOUS 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 
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9. MUSCLE 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  Skrifið í 

dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í dalkinn  

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

10. RESTORE 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

11. BUILD 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 
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12. COW 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

13. GUEST 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

14. FINAL 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 
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15. SOLEMN 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

16. EVENING 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

17. SLIP 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 
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18. BEHAVE 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

19. HEAP 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

20. COMPOSE 

I. Ég man ekki eftir að hafa séð þetta orð áður  

II. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður en man ekki hvað það þýðir  

III. Ég hef séð þetta orð áður og held að það þýði …  

Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

IV. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir. Það þýðir …  Skrifið í 

dalkinn 

 

V. Ég veit hvað þetta orð þýðir og get nota það í setningu. Skrifið í dálkinn 

 

 

 

 

 


